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Sorted Pooling in Convolutional Networks for One-shot
Learning
Horva´th Andra´s
Peter Pazmany Catholic University
”This idea that there is generality in
the specific is of far-reaching
importance.”
Douglas R. Hofstadter: Go¨del,
Escher, Bach
Abstract. We present generalized versions of the commonly used maximum
pooling operation: kth maximum and sorted pooling operations which selects the
kth largest response in each pooling region, selecting locally consistent features
of the input images. This method is able to increase the generalization power of
a network and can be used to decrease training time and error rate of networks
and it can significantly improve accuracy in case of training scenarios where the
amount of available data is limited, like one-shot learning scenarios.
Keywords: sorted pooling, convolutional networks, one-shot learning
1 Introduction
The renaissance of neural networks was and currently still is boosted by convolutional
neural networks [1]. These networks caused significant breakthroughs in many practical
problems which were not solvable before. These methods require a large and general
dataset (representing the distribution of the real problem) to select kernels which pro-
vide the highest accuracy on our training- and test-set. In many practical problems only
limited amount of data is available or limited amount of data can be presented to the
network during training in one step, because of memory constraints. Learning scenarios
in case of limited data can be helped by data augmentation or by using special architec-
tures (matching networks [2], memory augmented neural networks [3]) to solve these
problems. Even in case of a sufficiently large dataset bias-variance problem [4] is one
of the major and most significant challenges of machine learning. We can never be sure
that the data we use is general and matches exactly the real world distribution of pos-
sible input images of the problem. We want to achieve two goals simultaneously with
every training process: we would like to achieve the highest possible accuracy on our
training, test and evaluation set, but in practice we also want to create a general method.
Because of this, we want to select features which ensure high accuracy on the dataset,
but also general features which are not ”too specific” to our data. Our final aim is always
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the creation of a general model which works well in practice which after a point is not
always the same as having the highest accuracy on our selected train and test sets. In
this paper We present a method which can help creating balance between the selection
of features providing high accuracy and choice of general features.
1.1 Building blocks of convolutional neural networks
The three main building blocks of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are the fol-
lowing: Convolution, Non-linearity and Pooling. We have to note that there are many
more commonly applied elements and layers like batch normalization [5] or dropout [6]
which can be used to increase the generalization capabilities and robustness of a system
or other structures like residual networks [7] or all convolutional networks [8], but these
three elements are applied in almost every commonly used networks.
Common networks are built by creating a chain (in more general case an acyclic
graph) of these three operations. Not only the graph of these elements -the structure of
the network- can alter the complexity of the function which the network can approx-
imate, but also these elements may vary with respect to the applications. This paper
focuses on the pooling operation and provides a generalized pooling method which
performs better in one-shot learning scenarios than maximum or average pooling.
The first neural networks applied average pooling, where a feature map was down-
sampled and each region was substituted by the average value in the region:
Pavg(Ii,j) =
1
N
∑
k,l∈Ri,j
Ik,l (1)
Where Pavg is the pooling operator. I is the input feature map, R is a two-dimensional
region which is selected for pooling, N is the number of elements in the region. The
notation uses two-dimensional pooling and feature maps, because the operation is usu-
ally applied on images and two-dimensional inputs, but can also be used with one- or
higher-dimensional data. This notation focuses only on the pooled region and does not
deal with the stride of the convolution operation, which can be used to set the overlap-
ping area between pooling regions, but we consider this as a hyper-parameter of the
network architecture and not an inherent part of the operator. Average pooling consid-
ers the whole input region and all values are used to create the response of the pooling
layer which was beneficial in the selection of general features. On the other hand Av-
erage pooling is a linear operator and can be considered a simple and special case of
a convolution kernel and two subsequent convolutions can be replaced by one larger
convolution kernel. Later it was substituted in almost every application by maximum
pooling where the maximum is selected from each region.
Pmax(Ii,j) = max(Ri,j) (2)
Maximum pooling performs well in practice, adds extra non-linearity to the network
and is easy to be calculated (only an index has to be stored to propagate the error
back). Maximum pooling also has disadvantages. It results a really sparse update in
the network. Only the neuron resulting the maximum element in the kernel will be
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responsible for the update of the variables during backpropagation and the activation
of other neurons does not matter at all. There is a tendency in certain networks like
variational autoencoders [9], generative adversarial networks (GANs) [10], or networks
used for one shot learning [11] to avoid pooling because it grasps only certain elements
of the input data which results features which are not general enough. Modified pooling
methods has also appeared in segmentation problems like ROI pooling in [12] or [13]
which helps in the more accurate localization of regions of interest but does not help in
the selection of features inside the proposed regions, where usually maximum pooling is
used. An other approach is introduced in [14] which uses patch similarity over batches
to generate a combination of weighted and maximum pooling, but this method also
requires large batches and a large amount of data and can not be applied in one-shot
learning scenarios. [15] also proposes the application of heterogeneous pooling methods
inside the network (e.g.: average pooling in certain layers and max pooling in other) but
the selection of pooling methods for each layer is a hyper-parameter of the network and
is difficult to be optimized in practice. Here We propose a generalized pooling-method
which can help keeping more activations and by this detecting more general features in
every region.
2 kth Maximum-Pooling and Feature Consistency
The main concept which leads to the application of kth maximum-pooling is that con-
volutional networks are based on local information and exploit the local relations of
the data. Natural images are locally consistent. If a convolutional kernel gives a high
response in a region, one can expect that the kernel will give similar results around this
region. Small perturbations can not change the response of the network abruptly. That
is the original and main concept of pooling [16] - to balance small variances caused by
translation, but doing maximum-pooling neglects all other activations and selects only
a single element with the highest response. None of the later features are important, the
network can easily be overtrained, because it uses a single example from the image in
the pooled kernel. In case of a large amount of data these differences and noises are
averaged out, because the noises are usually different on all images, and the selection
of general features comes from this average. Those features will be selected which can
be found on most of the images. Unfortunately in case of one-shot learning scenarios
with limited data, these general features are difficult to be found and has to be estimated
for a smaller sample.
Natural images consist of alternating smaller and larger homogeneous regions. CNNs
detect the changes between these regions, but even areas at alternations, edges/gradients
between these regions contain structure. The appearance of similar structures and pe-
riodicity is also a characteristic feature of natural images. This is a reason why natural
images in most cases can be reproduced fairly well form low-frequency Fourier com-
ponents and follow log distribution in the Fourier domain [17]. This is a difference
between natural images and general noise. In most cases we want to classify and detect
these structural elements on images. In both smaller and larger regions the responses of
convolutional kernels are usually consistent on trained networks and the appearance of
certain features and patterns is repeated. Based on this one can easily see that if a con-
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volution kernel detects general patterns and not caused by noise it will probably appear
multiple times in a region. This can lead us to the expectation that if one would like
to detect a general feature in an area it should appear more than once in a region. This
assumption goes completely against maximum pooling, which selects only the largest
response of a kernel in a region and completely neglects all the other responses.
It is also worthwhile to note that appearance of locally consist kernel responses can
also be observed in deeper layers. Although neurons in deeper layers have larger recep-
tive fields and the size of the input data is decreased layer-by-layer during the training of
a network, one can usually observe patches and regions of activations in deeper layers
as well, instead of the activation of individual neurons. (Of course this can be changed
by changing the size and stride of pooling kernels, but in case of common architectures
the activation of regions can be observed even in deeper layers.) A simple presentation
of this fact can be seen by visualizing the activation in deeper layers. An example image
depicting feature consistency and activations can be seen on Fig 1, online demonstration
of the appearance of these consistent local features can also be seen on the online demos
of Andrej Karpathy1. The presence of features depend not only on the size and stride of
pooling convolution kernels but also from the resolution and object scale on the input
image. In case of practical problems and generally used architectures like Alexnet [1],
VGG [18] or Resnet50 [7] even deeper layers contain consistent features, since the in-
put images usually contain objects in various scales and our aim is to detect the objects
both in small and larger scales.
Instead of selecting local features we introduce kth maximum-pooling which se-
lects the kth largest response in every region. kth maximum-pooling can significantly
increase the generalization power of a network in case of limited amount of data and
can be applied in one-shot learning scenarios.
kth maximum-pooling can be defined as:
Psort(Ii,j , k) = sort(Ri,j)[k] (3)
where sort is a simple sorting algorithm (sorting the elements in descending order)
and k is a parameter of the pooling method selecting the kth largest element in the
region. If k equals one 2 the method results the original maximum pooling algorithm.
By this, one can ensure that a feature will be selected, which has multiple, large
responses in a region. Features appearing locally, which might result overfitting on the
data will be omitted.
3 Results of kth Maximum-Pooling
To present that the algorithm can help in the training of convolutional networks we ex-
ecuted simulations using a simple and ocmmonly cited dataset datasets: MNIST [19]
1 one can examine activations of deeper layers without the installation of deep learning frame-
works for the MNIST: http://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/convnetjs/demo/mnist.html and
CIFAR dataset: https://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/convnetjs/demo/cifar10.html datasets.
2 assuming indexing starts from one
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Fig. 1. Natural features are consistent. We do not want to select a feature which fits a position
perfectly and results a high match. Such features could be too specific for our input image and
result overfitting. In the first row an image taken from the MNIST dataset can be seen. We want
to select a feature for the detection of diagonal gradient in the depicted region, because it is
consistent on the image. Other features, like the small individual dot (appearing in the lower right
corner of the image) or a corner-point (appearing in the upper left corner of the image) might give
high response but are not consistent in the region. It could easily happened that these patterns are
first detected by randomly initialized kernels and would be optimized in maximum-pooling, but
these errors could be detected if we would require that a kernels has to give more than one high
responses in a region. In the second row four activation maps can bee seen in the third layer of a
CNN from an MNIST data. As it can be seen regions are activated in this deeper layer as well,
instead of the activation of individual neurons.)
with a three layered convolutional network (containing 8,32,64 3 × 3 convolution ker-
nels), We also have to note that there are many other methods to increase the generaliza-
tion power of a network, like batch-normalization [5] and dropout [6] and SeLUs [20]
all the results presented here were trained with networks where all three of these ele-
ments were present.
We have created a simple network containing three convolutional layers (with 8,32
and 64 features in the layers) followed by a fully connected layer. Each layer contained
convolutions with 3× 3 kernels and stride of one and pooling layers with 3× 3 kernels
and a stride of two. We have used maximum pooling (k = 1) and kth maximum-pooling
with k equals 2, 3 and 4. The results of the network, the error on the independent test
set can be seen on Fig. 2. These results show the averaged error on the independent
test set on the MNIST dataset averaged from 50 test runs. A summary of the numerical
values can be found in Table 1. Now difference was seen in case of the train accuracy.
As it can be seen the network converges much faster compared to maximum pooling,
which means better generalization, since train accuracies were similar, as not the max-
imum activation, but the second, third or fourth highest activation is selected. It is also
worthwhile to note that if k is fairly large, the convergence of the network will become
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fast, but the final error on the test set (and also on the training set) remains higher. For
higher k values than four the performance of the network decreased drastically (below
40% test accuracy and because this the results are not displayed). After a given point
the network can learn fairly general features but cannot reach high accuracy, because
the features are too general and not specific enough.
Fig. 2. The plot shows the error rate on the independent test set on the MNIST dataset. Test error
are displayes by normal, and train errors by a dashed line. As it can be seen with the increase of
the k parameter the network converges faster.
k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4
MNIST
1 epoch
30.2% 26.3% 24.6% 22.8%
MNIST
3 epochs
12.4% 10.5% 9.5% 9.3%
MNIST
10 epochs
6.1% 6.3% 6.3% 7.0%
Table 1. Results achieved on the MNIST dataset. As it can be seen the application of kth
maximum-pooling can increase the converge speed of the network but results slightly lower accu-
racy in case of large dataset. Until only a smaller number of input data was showed to the network
(1 and 3 epoch) kth maximum-pooling performed better
.
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4 Sorted Pooling
As it could be seen, a balance between the selection of general and specific kernels
is important and can result faster convergence and higher accuracy. To ensure that the
network has the ability to create this balance, we introduce sorted pooling. Sorted pool-
ing can be seen as the generalization of kth maximum-pooling introduced in Section
2, where we select not only the k largest element, but the top K elements and create a
weighted summation of them:
Pweight(Ii,j) =
K∑
k=1
WkPsort(Ri,j , k) (4)
Where Wk are weights of the activation functions, which ca be learned by the net-
work. We have to ensure that Wk ≥ 0 for every k and
∑
Wk = 1. This can easily be
ensured by applying a softmax function on the weights:
wk =
ew
∗
k∑K
l=1 e
w∗l
(5)
where Wk are the normalized weights used in Eq. 4 and w∗k are the original weights
learned by the network through gradient descent methods. The initialization of these
variables can be done by using teh same value for each Wk or by an exponentially
decaying distribution using smaller and smaller weights for more and more general
features, (larger k parameters).
The parametersw∗k are initialized and learned independently for every pooling oper-
ation in each layer and every feature (depth on the input data). But the same parameters
are applied along the width and height of the input images.
Sorted pooling can also be seen as a general mathematical operation connecting
convolution and pooling. In case of K = 1 the method results maximum pooling,
meanwhile if K is the same as the number of elements in the pooling region, the result
is similar to a convolution, where the activation will be the weighted summation of all
the input elements, but the input elements are in decreasing order according to their
responses instead of representing local information. If K equals the size of the pooling
region and the weights are one over the size of the pooling region we will get average
pooling back. From this one can also see, how the parameter K can create the balance
between sparse and specific update and general regional update of the weights.
5 Results with Sorted Pooling
We have trained a modified version of the VGG-16 [18] architecture on the CIFAR-
10 [21] dataset in which the number of kernels and convolution sizes remained the same,
but pooling operations were changed to 3× 3 kernels with stride of 2. The independent
test error for the MNIST dataset with the architecture described in Section 3 and on
the CIFAR-10 dataset with the VGG-16 architecture are plotted and compared for the
maximum and sorted pooling methods on Figure 4. To be fair we have to note that
we had to resize the input images to be compatible with the architecture, but this is a
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common step in networks used for classification, where small objects in the background
of the scene had to be resized for classification to ensure compatibility with the network
structure.
Max pooling Sorted pooling (K=4)
MNIST
1 epoch
30.2% 22.5%
MNIST
3 epochs
12.4% 8.1%
MNIST
10 epochs
8.1% 5.8%
CIFAR
1 epoch
67.3% 49.2%
CIFAR
3 epochs
28.4% 20.8%
CIFAR
10 epochs
18.5% 14.8%
Table 2. Results achieved on different dataset and different architectures. As it can be seen sorted
pooling algorithm performs slightly better in all cases and decreases training time with all archi-
tectures.
As it can be seen from the results the network can indeed learn the weighting of the
top K elements in a region. One could expect that the weights will converge to having
a value of 1 at k = 1 and zero at other indices, meaning that the algorithm converges
to max pooling. But this is not the case and other indices also had non zero weights,
although the values were decreasing with the increase of k. The distribution of average
weights for different k values on the CIFAR-10 dataset can be seen on Fig. 3. We also
have to not that this problem does not solve the problem of overfitting completely,
and test accuracy can decrease after a number of steps (along with increasing train
accuracy), but sorted pooling definitely helps and the results are better as in case of
maximum pooling.
5.1 Results in one-shot learning scenarios
Feature generalization might be especially important in cases where large amount of
data is not available. The extreme case of limited data are one-shot learning scenarios,
where only one or a few instances of data is available, but there are also other problems
in practice when data collection is cumbersome or expensive. Because of this we have
selected an architecture which performs well in one-shot learning scenarios: matching
networks [2] and investigated how sorted pooling affects the accuracy of such archi-
tectures. The test accuracy on the Omniglot dataset [22] calculating one-shot, five-way
accuracy can be seen on Fig. 5 and in Table 1. The architecture, train and test setups
were the same as in [2] apart from the extension of the pooling kernels to 3× 3 regions.
As it can be seen the increase of the K parameter helped the network to find general
features and it resulted an overall increase of accuracy. Compared to the MNIST and
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Fig. 3. The evolution of the average of the weights for different k values on the CIFAR-10 dataset
are depicted on this figure. The weights are set to the same value at the beginning, and the network
learn during training how to weight the largest and the smaller responses in each kernel. These
values are average values over the whole architecture, the weights of each kernel in each layer
was averaged, which hides the possible difference of certain kernels, but inevitable shows the the
network uses information for the second and third largest responses as well.
Fig. 4. The comparison of maximum and sorted pooling on the MNIST and CIFAR datasets. As
it can be seen from the results sorted pooling results lower accuracy on both datasets.
CIFAR scenarios where large amount of data could balance out the overfitted kernels, in
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Fig. 5. The independent test error on the Omniglot dataset for one-shot learning scenarios with
matching-networks. The parameters of the simulation were the same as introduced in [2].
case of one-shot learning sorted pooling resulted a higher increase in overall accuracy.
We also have to note that the test accuracy is higher than the accuracy of the original
approach [2], which resulted 98.1% accuracy and in this case the accuracy was 98.9%.
6 Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced kth maximum-pooling and sorted pooling which can
be considered as an extension of the classical maximum pooling method and can also
defined as a connecting link between maximum pooling, average pooling and convolu-
tion. As it can be seen this method can help the network to find general features which
is beneficial during training to increase the generalization power of the architecture.
Sorted pooling resulted higher accuracy on all datasets with all architectures than max-
imum pooling.
kth maximum-pooling and sorted pooling can be especially important in scenarios
where only a limited amount of data is available. In this tasks both kth maximum and
sorted pooling approaches perform significantly better than traditionally applied pool-
ing methods, in one-shot learning scenarios sorted pooling could further increase the
accuracy of state of the art approaches and architectures, like matching networks.
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